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WELCOME & APPROVE AGENDA, MINUTES 
 The meeting was called to order at 7:05 p.m. About 25 people (members and guests) attended. 

 Announcements: See Attachments flyer available as a handout in the meeting and on the TCC website. 

• AWWU is upgrading landscaping at Pump Station 10 along the Coastal Trail. TCC has 

provided input on landscaping details in the past; if you are interested in participating in a 

walk-through (likely the week of June 6), contact Cathy Gleason. 

• Cathy and Dan Gleason celebrated their 35th anniversary in 2015, and decided to donate a total 

of 35 trees in Turnagain parks. Some trees have been planted and others are still being worked 

out, regulatory issues worked out (e.g., right of way permitting). There are multiple tree 

species, depending on the location, and some are replacing trees that were removed over time. 

• Motion by Pat Redmond, second by Troy Smith to thank the Gleasons for their 

generosity for the neighborhood, and supporting the tree donation. 

• Vote on motion: all yes, 0 no. Motion passes. 

 The agenda was reviewed. 

• No amendments; agenda approved. 

 The April 2016 meeting minutes were available for review and approval. 

• Motion by Cathy Gleason, second by Kennis Brady to approve the May minutes. 

• Vote on motion: all yes, 0 no. Minutes approved. 

EXECUTIVE BOARD REPORT 
 Check Turnagain CC’s presence on Facebook and NextDoor! Join the Facebook group “Turnagain 

Community Forum.” 

 2016 CIP Ranking: Cathy Gleason shared that TCC voted on this year’s Capital Improvement Projects 

(CIP) list to approve the top three priorities for each category (Parks & Recreation, and Project 

Management & Engineering). There are several other projects that the council did not rank but which 

have been on our list from previous years and were included for reference. This list was submitted by 

the May 31, 2016 deadline as required by the Muni. 

 TCC Summer Events: Potential Lyn Ary Park cleanup and/or TCC cookout 

• Jonathan Tarrant shared that last year there were two events organized by TCC, a June 

cleanup of the Lyn Ary Park memorial garden, which the council has volunteered to maintain 

over time, and a barbecue (the BBQ was rained out and rescheduled for fall). 

• Jonathan asked the group, would TCC prefer to have 1) a combined cleanup and social event, 

2) two separate events, one for the cleanup and the other a social event, or 3) not formally 

organize events and schedule an informal cleanup event? 

 Pat Redmond pointed out that keeping the park maintained is important, because the 

Parks department does not maintain it and we need to demonstrate that the 

neighborhood cares about it. 

 Elaine Hulse asked whether there was a bike to work station at that spot? And, could 

we contact the Little League to help? Yes, for the first time this year, there was an 

insurance company. Cathy shared that the Little League does maintain the portion of 

the park they use, mowing all of the field lawns. Jonathan added that the board 

discussed reaching out to the Little League and other user groups who use the Coastal 

Trail and the park. We can also use social media, word of mouth and whatever means 

we can to attract more people. 
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 Cathy Gleason shared that she and Dan visited the park recently and planted new 

flowers, and assessed what work needs to be done. The work to be done is primarily 

weeding and pulling grass. She is happy to organize the event, but will be out of town 

June 16-22 (but is fine with scheduling the event when she is not in town). 

 The group decided to have an informal work party, get the word out as much as 

possible, and invite neighbors to pitch in and meet each other. Cathy passed around a 

sign-up sheet and will send a note to the volunteers interested about setting a date. 

 President’s Report | Jonathan Tarrant 

• No updates. 

 Vice President’s Report | Cathy Gleason 

• No updates. 

 Secretary’s Report | Anna Brawley 

• No updates. 

 Treasurer’s Report | Gloria Manni 

• No updates 

 Member at Large’s Report | Kennis Brady 

• No updates. 

 Federation of Community Councils: Cathy Gleason reported on items from the meeting: 

• FCC will not meet June or August; there will be a July BBQ which everyone is welcome to 

attend. Typically, meetings are third Wednesday of the month at the FCC Office. 

• The FCC Executive Board is hiring a quarter-time office person to support the FCC work. 

• The outreach committee will have some civic outreach events to promote interest in 

community councils, in lieu of the program they have been doing in the past. Stay tuned for 

upcoming events. 

• Vote by mail will start in 2017 for municipal elections. There will be some in-person voting 

locations available, but everyone will receive a ballot in the mail and will be able to send their 

vote in instead of going to the polls. 

• The Municipality is engaged with over 200 projects, including construction, park 

improvements, and others. You will see a lot of construction crews around town! 

• The Municipality hosted an Anchorage Talks Transit meeting on Thursday, May 5. 

• There is a map online of street sweeping in Anchorage to track which streets have been 

completed. http://moapw.maps.arcgis.com/apps/StorytellingTextLegend/index.html? 

appid=20ef89c53d9d4edf93ea5f6100cb6373 

• The Muni is also working on a new web page with a centralized location for official meetings: 

committees, public forums, Assembly and board meetings, etc. 

• Anchorage Police Department chief attended the meeting and shared an online comment and 

complaint system that will make it easier to contact and provide feedback. There was a $3.5 

million increase to the budget, to increase staffing. APD has 360 current officers, they are 

working to recruit for a total of 400 officers. The next “Coffee with a Cop” event will be at the 

Kaladi Brothers downtown location (in the PAC building) at 10 a.m., June 15. 

• The Muni is looking to bring 60-70 housing units online, continuing to address homelessness. 

• FCC officer elections were held, the current slate was re-elected except the Secretary position 

is now vacant: President Bonnie Harris, Vice President Kyle Stephens, Secretary [vacant], 

Treasurer Sam Moore. 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 Trail Wayfinding and Signage: The Parks Department has chosen a final design (#4 presented in the 

materials originally) and will be moving forward to install the new signage. 

 Anchorage Land Use Plan Map: The committee met twice in May and is still preparing a comment 

letter, based on what was presented in the May 5 meeting and approved in concept by the Council. 

Comments were due on May 27 but the Muni has allowed the committee to submit the letter a bit late. 

http://moapw.maps.arcgis.com/apps/StorytellingTextLegend/index.html?%20appid=20ef89c53d9d4edf93ea5f6100cb6373
http://moapw.maps.arcgis.com/apps/StorytellingTextLegend/index.html?%20appid=20ef89c53d9d4edf93ea5f6100cb6373
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 Marijuana (Ordinances): Turnagain has not received any applications at this time. The state 

Marijuana Control Board met at the end of April and approved draft regulations for onsite 

consumption at retail establishments (allowing a separate room for consuming products bought at the 

store). The comments were put out for comment on May 11 and comments are due back to the state on 

June 21. The committee does not plan to comment on the state regulations but will be watching for a 

complementary local ordinance after state regulations have been adopted, since the Assembly will 

likely use it as a model like they did with the licensing regulations. 

LEGISLATIVE REPORT | REP. MATT CLAMAN AND SEN. MIA COSTELLO 
 Sen. Mia Costello 

• There is understandably frustration with the process of passing a sustainable budget—on 

Wednesday the Legislature passed an operating and capital budget with bipartisan support. 

Despite additional work to be done, getting broad support for the budget was important. The 

goals were to reduce spending, reform the way the state does business in order to save money 

in the long run, and find new sources of revenue. The state budget has gone from $8 billion to 

$4.3 billion, which is a big achievement. She noted that the Governor expressed frustration on 

Wednesday with the order that the Legislature was taking up the fiscal bills, but she believes 

that this is not representing the Legislature’s process because they chose to take up the budget 

first and will work on the other bills before adjourning. 

• One important bill is restructuring a part of the health insurance market to help reduce and 

spread risk across a larger group of people, rather than placing the highest-cost individuals on 

insurance and driving up costs for a small market. This is especially important because 

multiple insurers have left the state, or will next year (Moda). The bill has a fiscal note but this 

will save money in the long run and spread costs. 

• On Monday 6/6 the Senate will take up the oil and gas tax bill, which is an important part of 

long term changes. In addition, the Legislature will break for Celebration (an annual Southeast 

event) and will relocate to Anchorage to take up additional work, including the Permanent 

Fund restructuring bill.  

• The House will be voting on bills for a mining tax, motor fuel tax and fisheries tax. 

• The special session will hopefully end within the next week or two, after the important fiscal 

issues have been addressed. 

• If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the senator’s office (Anchorage) at (907) 

269-0117, or sign up for her newsletter. 

 Rep. Matt Claman 

• The Legislature passed an operating and capital budget, addressing at least the spending side 

of the budget. The revenue side still needs to be addressed; the Governor’s “Sustainable 

Alaska Budget Plan” bills have not yet passed. He voted against the budget and use of the 

Constitutional Budget Reserve because there was no long term plan. He is looking forward to 

further discussion about a longer-term fiscal plan. 

• Major accomplishments: Medicaid reform, criminal justice reform, and revising the military 

justice code. There are other important reforms passed that will help, for example, Alaska 

youth in the foster system. 

• Rep. Claman’s bill to limit the session to 90 days did not make it through the House, but he 

will continue to advocate for keeping to the constitutional limit. 

 Questions and Comments 

• Colleen Murphy thanked Rep. Claman for his work. 

• Cathy Gleason thanked Rep. Claman for the birthday card. 

AIRPORT REPORT | JOHN JOHANSEN 
 See airport updates on the handout provided at the meeting or online at: www.anchorageairport.com 

http://www.anchorageairport.com/
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 Lake Hood Seaplane Base Master Plan: The final meeting of the technical advisory council was 

Wednesday, May 25, and materials from that meeting will be posted to www.lhdmasterplan.com. 

 Concessions: There is a new BBQ restaurant in the terminal (where Chili’s used to be) called Pork & 

Pickle. There is actually one primary concessionaire that contracts with individual restaurants to install 

in the airport, Host International. 

 Construction: The north-south runway will also be shut for maintenance on June 10-24, which will 

cause more departures on 7L (east-west runways) which means increased noise over Midtown during 

business hours. This will also direct aircraft maintenance onto other runways as well. 

 Part 150 Noise Compatibility Study Implementation: The airport now has an online, real-time 

flight tracker on the main website: www.anchorageairport.com (click “Community Interest” for the 

tracker and an instruction sheet). The tracker includes current flights, including any aircraft with 

transponders, and will show the airline and/or number designation, elevation, location. It will allow 

live tracking (with a 10-minute delay) and will store information for the previous 30 days. To see more 

information about the aircraft, the user needs to adjust preferences for what information is being 

requested. It will not display military aircraft but will show smaller private planes flying over Lake 

Hood, Merrill Field, JBER and others. 

 Questions and Comments 

• Elaine Hulse asked whether smaller private aircraft have transponders, and whether someone 

can track excessively loud aircraft? John shared that it will depend on whether the plane has a 

transponder, but it will display that an aircraft went overhead. There isn’t a tool currently for 

dealing with noise related to improper flying (not unsafe, but creating a noise nuisance). The 

airport has a “Fly Friendly” program that educates pilots, but there are limited mechanisms to 

deal with this other than attempting to help pilots understand noise impacts. 

ASSEMBLY REPORT | MEMBERS TIM STEELE, ERIC CROFT 
 Members were not present at this meeting. 

MAYOR’S REPORT | SHARON LANE 
 Many of the updates were shared under Cathy’s FCC meeting report. 

 Police Department: 17 officers just graduated, and a new class of 32 will start in the fall. There will be 

22 graduates this summer. Spice-related incidents are down 5%. 

 There is a burn ban throughout the Municipality! If you see open fires, please report them at 786-8900. 

We have already had wildfires within the Muni and with dry conditions they can spread quickly even 

within the city. 

 There will be a public portal for reporting homeless camp locations, including an option to take a 

photo and post on a map for Muni staff to follow up later. The Community Action Policing (CAP) 

team will expand to 10 members and will do outreach and clean-up at the camps. 

 Questions and Comments 

• None. 

TURNAGAIN ST. + TURNAGAIN BLVD. | CATHY GLEASON 
 Last month the design team shared their progress and preliminary conceptual design, and TCC 

developed recommendations for the design. 

 Cathy and Dan Gleason attended the Planning and Zoning Commission work session on the draft 

design (a non-public hearing). Commissioners discussed traffic calming, how to make a better 

connection where the trail ends at Kiwanis Fish Creek Park, and other design issues. This completed 

the 35% design; the team will come back for approval of the 65% design.  

 Questions and Comments 

o Troy Smith asked about the status of the project on the northern section on Turnagain Street? 

The project is currently moving forward only for Phase 1, McRae to Spenard, and Phase 2 will 

http://www.lhdmasterplan.com/
http://www.anchorageairport.com/
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have a separate design process. They have conceptually proposed 3 alternatives for dealing 

with the jog in the road at Barbara Street, but this project only deals with the southern part of 

the road. 

CELL TOWER CODE REVISIONS 
 The Assembly reviewed the ordinance at the May 24 meeting, and on Friday (June 3) will have a two-

hour work session on the latest version of the draft ordinance, which has changed substantially since 

the original ordinance was introduced. Cathy Gleason is tracking the issue and will report back with 

any updates. 

LINGO PARCEL: VACATION OF A RIGHT OF WAY (FOREST PARK DRIVE) | KEN LANG 
 Ken Lang, a landscape architect, represents the owner of the property, who own two adjacent lots and 

would like to combine them and vacate the property line and the small piece of municipal land that 

was dedicated when the lots were created to provide legal access to the back lot. It is a small bump-out 

from the road of municipal land that provides legal access to the back lot that would not be necessary 

when the two lots are combined. The lot is 6,000 square feet, and the small piece of municipal land is 

not currently maintained by the Muni or used as an access point. The Atwood estate is behind the 

property, and would not likely require additional access, which would be the other reason to keep a 

right of way platted for a future road. Additionally, there is another small bump-out of city land on the 

other side of the property that could become a road in the future if needed. 

 Because vacation of a public right of way requires a public hearing, the new Title 21 also requires a 

community meeting. Ken is not asking for formal action from the council, just presenting information. 

 The group had questions about where the property is, but otherwise had no comments or objections. 

MOVE TO AMEND, ANCHORAGE CHAPTER | JOHN DICKERSON, ROBYN LAUSTER 
 John shared that he and others are part of a national organization, Move to Amend, that has two goals: 

disallowing corporate personhood (meaning, they do not have the same constitutional rights extended 

to citizens in the Bill of Rights) and to establish the principle that spending money is not the 

equivalent of protected speech. This has to do with treatment of corporations in politics and campaign 

finance reform. The group seeks a resolution from TCC supporting their position. John also 

understands that there is concern from this council about whether they are a partisan organization, and 

shared that the group (and the national group) is solely focused on this issue. 

 There are two constitutional issues at stake, related to the role of corporations in speech and 

specifically political speech and campaigns. The Supreme Court has passed a series of opinions over 

the years that has now established rights for corporations that the group feels are not appropriate, and 

outside the role of corporations as financial entities. Furthermore, this decision has had significant 

negative impacts on politics and policies and consequences for rights. 

 The goal of the group is to build support for a national constitutional amendment negating these 

decisions, stating that corporations are not people and that money is not speech, starting at the 

grassroots level and building broad support ultimately at the national level. 

 Questions and Discussion: 

• Colleen Murphy asked how many councils have passed, and what the “tipping point” number 

of councils would need to pass for the Assembly to take action? John shared that about 15 

councils have passed it so far, as well as many other cities across the U.S. and two 

municipalities (Haines, Sitka) have passed resolutions in support. The Assembly has not given 

a specific number, but is likely looking for a majority of councils before taking action. 

• Cathy Gleason asked whether any councils have chosen not to pass this resolution? Robyn 

Lauster shared that she has been involved in this organization for several years and some 

councils have not passed this resolution, but the group plans to return and speak at a later time. 

She became involved after learning the connection between the Exxon oil spill and the 

resulting negative consequences and influence of corporations. 
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• Mark Worcester commented that he believes hearing the discussion is out of order for the 

community council, and that local organizations should not weigh in on national issues. Mark 

moved that the issue is out of order and that the bylaws would not allow the council to take a 

position on this issue. Pat Redmond noted that the council has this item on the agenda for the 

evening and is hearing a presentation. Jonathan Tarrant pointed out that the item has time on 

the agenda through 8:55 p.m. (time of comment, 8:35 p.m.) and therefore did not believe the 

item is out of order for discussion. 

• Mark stated that he is a community and TCC member, and an attorney. He believes that TCC 

cannot take a position on the issue per the bylaws, and also that community councils should 

not be used for divisive national or state level issues, but should focus on local issues. He is 

concerned about potential conflict or animosity at the council level by discussing or taking a 

position on these issues. While he is very concerned about the issues of money in politics, he 

does not feel that this is the way to go, and is concerned about the specific wording of this 

organization’s proposal, as well as the implications for limiting speech for other entities. 

• Cathy shared that the TCC board re-read the bylaws, discussed whether to put this on the 

agenda, and decided to leave the decision of whether the council can take a position (passing a 

resolution in support of this organization’s position) to the membership who attends. The 

bylaws do allow the council to take a position (support or oppose) on federal, state and local 

issues. The council may not endorse a candidate or partisan organization. The board discussed 

what the definition of “partisan” is and whether this group would be considered partisan, but 

decided to leave it to the membership to determine if it is allowed in the bylaws to pass a 

resolution, if it is the will of the group. 

• Matt Needham commented that he also feels that it is a complex issue that the group is not 

prepared to take a position on. 

• Colleen Murphy read the text of the resolution (included in the packet, and was not making a 

motion) and suggested that it is an issue of community importance. 

• Mark added that he is very concerned about the implications of limiting constitutional rights 

of corporations, aside from the issue he has with the Council taking a position. 

• Robyn added that corporations originally had state-afforded privileges, not rights, and she 

feels that making this change would not fundamentally undermine corporations being able to 

carry out their primary function. 

• Dan Gleason commented that he has observed courts interpret, not make, laws—but there 

have been a great deal of court decisions that have caused national controversy. He feels that 

corporations do have certain constitutional rights, but the issue is complicated and he does not 

feel he can take a position on whether there should be a constitutional amendment at this time. 

• Kennis Brady shared that in the past year, she and other board members have been careful to 

share as much information as possible about a variety of issues going on at multiple levels, but 

that any action or position taken by the council should be within the local sphere, since that is 

the purview of the council. She appreciates the information being shared but does not feel 

prepared to make a decision. 

• Jonathan thanked the group for discussion and for the presentation, reiterated Kennis’ point 

that the board determined it was appropriate to allow the discussion but would leave to the 

membership the decision of whether to hear it. He noted that taking a position on the issue, or 

allowing significant time on the agenda, would potentially “open the floodgates” for 

organizations to present on controversial issues not directly related to the neighborhood. 

• Dan Gleason requested that this item be taken up on the September meeting agenda for further 

discussion, and give people enough time to review the materials (on the website, in Handouts). 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 Robyn Lauster is the steward for the Little Free Library at Balto Seppala Park, and has been for two 

years. She and her husband (Bill Wortman) will likely be moving out of the neighborhood and would 
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like to identify a new steward to make sure the library is stocked with books: young children, mid-age 

kids, and older kids. 

• Pat Redmond suggested talking with Title Wave. Robyn will follow up. 

• Matt Needham suggested putting a label in the books, “Balto Seppala Free Library.” Robyn 

has tried that in the past, but is open to ideas! 

 Matt Needham shared his frustration with the amount of trash and glass on the beach at Lyn Ary Park 

and the Coastal Trail. He speaks with people when he sees them with glass or other items, and tries to 

pick it up or sweep it off the trail when he sees broken glass (it causes flat bike tires and other safety 

issues). He wanted to bring this to the council’s attention and ask what action can be taken. 

• Jonathan shared that he has heard these same complaints from others. He has contacted APD 

about this issue (bonfires, speeding, alcohol, littering): the state is responsible for maintenance 

of everything between the Coastal Trail and the water, and the Muni is responsible for the 

others. APD has attempted to put more patrols down in Lyn Ary, but other demands at night 

(responding to police calls) have not allowed them to go more than once in a month. TCC has 

discussed having a work party to specifically tend to the memorial garden, and possibly 

expanding to clean up more of the Coastal Trail. However, until APD has more staff capacity, 

neighborhood people can at least make calls and help document the incidents happening. 

Neighbors on Illiamna are working to advocate for locking access to that section of Marston 

Drive. The only other recourse is to organize a neighborhood watch or cleanup group. 

• Cathy shared that another organization sets up cleanups each summer at Lyn Ary Park and 

Point Woronzof Park, she will send that information when it’s available. The Anchorage 

Coastal Cleanup information is at http://www.anchoragecoastalcleanup.org. 

 Troy Smith shared that he plans to open the Turnagain Social Club (an adult day care in the former 

Unitarian Church) on August 1. He will plan to come to the council in September to give an update. 

He presented in 2014 about his plans, after purchasing the building, and has been working to get ready 

to open at that point. 

CLOSING 
 The meeting was adjourned at 9:08 p.m. 

 The Council will NOT meet over the summer: July and August. 

 The next meeting will be Thursday, September 8, 2016 (after Labor Day weekend) at a location to 

be determined: because there is construction happening at Turnagain Elementary Library next school 

year, the group will not be able to meet there in the fall. The Board is looking at alternative locations, 

including Lake Hood Elementary Multi-purpose Room and the new addition at West High/Romig 

Middle School. 

 

Minutes prepared and submitted by Secretary/Treasurer Anna Brawley on 6/3/2016. 

Minutes approved by Turnagain Community Council at its meeting on 9/8/2016. 

http://www.anchoragecoastalcleanup.org/

